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oMODERN man ls incleasin€çly surrounded by man-made environments. This is an
effect of the techt.tological explosion and is producing good and bad consequences, ir.rcluding artificial euvironments. The intended freedom may be consuming itself in the
form of unforeseen and sometimes subtle repercussions of incomplete strategy. The
more obvious problems are seen as threats to physical safety and are being tackled,
although piecemeal, by scientists and engineers. UnÏortunately, the absence of communicaL¡Ie diseases and direct physical hazards is not adequate to fulfillment of human
existence. We may in fact be failing in very serious ways to create environments that
cooperate with our fundamental goals.
What are these goals ? There is no goodness except by preference.' Life itsel-f can
only be justified by the fact that the majority of those who have it prefer it over its abselìce. Likewise, there are other fundamentai justifications which neither have llor require justification. They are justified by the fact that they are preferred and desired.
What are they? Unfortunately, rnost discussions of engineering and economics laugh at
such a question and proceed in their activities by way of tautological networks of justificatiol.r that appear to make sense only because the circuitous complexity of the process
makes it impossible to Iocate beginnir.rgs and ends. Obviously, before arìyone can discuss the quality of anything, criteria of preference must be defined or there is no quality, The environment is no exceptior.r.
One can start with the Nicomachean Ethics and say with Aristotle that the highest of
all practical goods is happiness. But we must further agree with him that there is little
agreement on what constitutes happiness. To define such a goal is tautological without
associating it rvith specific conditions of existence.
One of the most concise discussions of values is found in the writings of Santayana.2
He says quite simply that the good is that which is preferred and that there are two
kinds or classes of goods.3 The first class contains things aesthetic't that are good for
their own sake. They require no justification. They are good because they are preferred. In a more profane sense they are things that man consumes or seeks or keeps

lAlthough this stotement is self-evident to the outhor, it needs extensive clorificotion
if orguments
oversemontìcs ore to be ovoided. Forfurtherdiscussion see: Rondoll, J. H., ond Buchler, J., Philosophy, An lntroduction, Bornes ond Noble, New York, 1942, Chopier 12, ond references; Bronsteìn,
D. J. et ol, Bosic Problems of Phìlosophy, Prentice Holl, N. J., 1947, Chopters 2 ønd 6; Sontoyono,
George, The Sense of Beouty, Dover, New York, 1955, Port l; ond Sidgwick, Henry, Outlines of the
Hisiory of Ethics, Mocmillon, London, 1954.

2Sontoyono, George, The Sense of Beouty. Dover, New York, 1955,
3Thìs is obviously on oversimplificotion with which
Sontoyono might not ogree. Unfortunotely he is nol
ovoiloble to defend himself.
aThe word t'oesthetic" hos o more generol meoning in this sense ihon iis modern, more lìmifed usoge.
Here "oesthetic" pertoins to pure feelings of volue of ony kìnd lhqt ore iustifioble for their own soke,
nof becouse the obiect of volue is useful, morol, etc.
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this gives him pleasure, which is an end in itself . It is of course most meaningful to restrict these ultimately to the set of things that would be preferred if aII possibilities and consequences were known.
The second class contains thir.rgs moral that are good because they serve a preferred
purpose. They are not valued for their own sake but because they are keys to other desirable things. This frequently in'r'olves an opportunity cost or sacrifice, which means
that an opportunity for pleasure is foregone in order to obtain a more preferred
opportunity.
These two classes are not mutually exclusive. There is a region of overlap inwhich
things that are desiredfor their own sake also have moral implications. That is, they
enter functionally into the removal or provision of opportunities to achieve good things.
because
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is similar in concept to the economists input-output model.s
This is a gross oversimplification ar"rd the analogy is not completely correct, but it is
discussed here in order to develop an idea. In the input-output model in its simplest
form avectorof final demandsforproduct j is given by Y1, j = l, 2, . . ., r. The
totalproductionofproductj isgivenbythevectorXj, j ="1.2, .. ., n. Theinputoutput structure of the economy is given by the nratrix A= I a1¡ 11, called the matrix of
technical coefficients. The element a1¡ is the quantity of proäuct j required to produce
a unit of product k. The model is theñ given by:
The problem of yalues

xj=Yj +f

I-l

a¡kXk,J=1,2,

, n. or, in matrix

k=1

notation, X = Y + AX

The pattern of total production that satisfies the final demands

is given

by:

x = (r-Af'Y
A Goaþ Programming Model
Assume that a public planning agency has received a specification of goals from the
power structure. These goals constitute a vector Y of n elements which are not necessarily independent. Let this interaction among goals be described by the coefficient
Cjg. This coefficient says that each unit of satisfaction received by goal g simultaneously contributes Cig units of satisfaction to goal j. This goals interaction can be
written as a system of simultaneous linear equations:

Û¡=

t

8=

CjgYg,J=1,2,

,[,

1

where Û¡ is ttt" portion of Y¡ contributed by the satisfaction of other goals. Suppose
that there is a vector X of m public investment opportunities, and that these opportunities are not necessarily independent. Investment of one dollar in opportunity p induces
al.r effective investment of b¡O dollars in opportunity k. The total effective investment
in opportunity k is thus given by the sum of the direct investment and the induced
investment:

Xk

m.

+ E_ ¡r.ñp
r
Þ=

sFor o discussion of input-output onolysis with references see Methods of Regionol Anolysis by Wolter
lsqrd, MIT Press, Combridge, Moss., l9ó0, Chopter 8.
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Further assume that each dollar of effective investment in opportunity k produces ai¡
units of direct satisfaction to goal j. This is a linear marginal utility coefficient.'-ihe
total effectiveness of a given allocation of investments in terms of satisfying goal j is
thus given by:

Yj

m/m

=

E
k=l

qrfxr.
'\

*I

oun*l

P=l

.

Ë,

cjeYe

In matrix algebra notation, this can be written

Y = A(X+BX) +CY
Solving

fol

Y:

c)-r A(x

+ BX)

This model is obviously an oversimpliJication of a multiple-objective public investment problem.6 Nevertheless, it is a good place to start thinking about the problem. It
is a rvolking hypothesis for a complex decision model that puts concepts into neat packages in ordered places.
One of the most di-fficult problems in public planning is to obtain an exhaustive operationalized specificatior.r of goals. The operational procedure most commonly used is
probably the other rvay around. The planning sta-ff guesses what the power structure

prelels. Ilroposes alterr.ratives and converges to a compromise tlirough iterative

interactioli.
In cor.rcept at least. the ultirnate public goals caÌlrlot be determined by deductive
mearls. They are axioms procluced by a social lesolution of the value structure imposed by mall on existence. Inductive rnethods (such as apublic election) must be used
to obtain a statemeÌlt of rvhat man prefers. A set of rules for the process of social
resolution can then be defined (or derived inductively). When tlie stated preferences of
individuals and institutiorìs are transformed through the social resolution rules, the
vector Y of ultimate public goals is produced. The process must begin with axiomatic
definition or empilical measurement followed by induction, because value is the ultirnate justification and canr.rot be justified. For example, the elements of the vector Y
might inclucle the following: (a) preserve life, (b) preserve health, (c) provide opportur.ri.ties for 1:leasule, (d) educate people. (e) increase economic freedom and stability,
etc., (f) protect property, and (g) reduqe tension.
In our society in the short run these goals miglit be obtainable empirically by induction flom analysis of tlie actions and attitudes of the power structure. In the long run
tire goals should be infelred thlough social resolution of the popular wiII (unless one
happens to be God. or happens to have discussed the matter with Him recently).
Description of the system of interactions among goals is itself a challer.rging research
ploblem. The interactions are dependent on the real world and also on horv the goals
are stated in the first place.
The matrices A, B, and C probably cannot be operationalized, except by inference
based on surveys of attitudes and opinions of people who are experienced rvith the processes in questi.on. Nevertheless, intuitive judgments about small parts of a system
may be more accurate than intuitive judgments about the entire system, depending on
levels of perception and complexity.

6The purpose of this poper is not to develop o model. Rother, lhe purpose of the model is only to provide o woy of stoting os simply os possibly (perhops too simply) o rother complìcoted concept, Work
is being done on multiple obieclive investment problems, ond the outhor opologizes for not toking the
fime to study whot hos been published, so thot the concept could be stoted in lhe longuoge of current
reseorch.
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Let it be assumed that the elements of the vector Y have been defined ar.rd operationalized so that levels of satisfaction can be numerically measured. Assume also that a
finite set of investment opportuni.ties have been empirically inferred or intuitively estimated. Then the allocation decision reduces to a linear programming problem. If the
goals have been expressed in commensurate units so that elements itr Y can be summed,
and if the goals are ali equaìiy important, then the problem is

Max

Ë [(r-cI'a1x+nx¡i

j=1

S'T. Ë Xk :: budget constraint,
k=

Yj

=

1

-ir-ti*um level of satisfaction, j = l, 2, . . ., n,t

Xk-0,k=1,2,,..,fr.
If the elements in Y are non-commensurate. they cannot be summed aud a different
approach must be used. If desired levels of satisfaction can be specified for these
elements, the problem can be stated
m

Min I

xk

k=1

t.t. (t - cfl A(x + BX) > Y
X¡ :, 9, K= 1, 2, . . . , D
Investigation of the duals to these problems might reveal very interesting things
about the system. Applications of parametric programming and other kinds of sensi-

tivity analysis might also be productive.
If the several goals are of unequal importance, a vector W of n elements must be
defined. Each element, wi. defines the relative importance of satisfying goal j. Its

dimensionality might be in units of total satisfaction per unit of type j satisfaction. The
model must then be redefined to include these diJferences in goal importance:
n

w(I-c)-1 A(x+BX),

Ma* I

j=1
m

S.T. D X¡ < budget constraint,
k=

1

Yj t *ini*umlevelof

type

j

satisfaction,

i=L,2, .. .,

11,

Xk = 0, k= 1, 2, . . . , m,
This model is either normative or predictive, depending on how it is defined. If it
is operationalized so that its structure is isomorphic with real-world relationship
"Penolty functions in ihe criterion function, rother thon minimum stondords in ihe form of constroints
might be o more inferesting opprooch to the problem.
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among goals, satisfactions and ir.rvestments, then optimizatiolt recommends what decisions ougl-tt to be made. and the model is normative. IT the variables and parameters
are subjectively operationalized so that they describe perceptions and expectations held
by a decision-maker, then optimization is predictive under the assumption that goal

oriented behavior is subjectively optimum-seeking.
This general model establishes a conceptual framework, and it is uow possible to
talk specifically about highway beautiJlcation and environmental quality.

HIGHWAY BEAUTIFICATION, ENGINEERING, ECONOMICS, AND ART
One fundamental public goal is (or ought to be) to provide for man a pleasant a¡d
com-fortable public environment, This is justifiable for its own sake. It is safe to say
that a universal human characteristic is the desire to feel at home. If it is desired,
then it is good, as long as acquisition of it does not preclude acquisition of other goods

that are more desirable.
This question of an eltvironment in which mar.r feels cornfortabLv at home is also important because of fuuctional interaction with other goals. The matter is far r¡ore
subtle than simply providing familiar and friendly surroundings or a pretty vierv. Suppose that we have evolved or have been designed to exist in relative equilibrium with a
particular range of ettvironmental attributes.o ü our nervous and physiological systems
have been fitted to certain kinds of surroundings, then radically violating those conditions will produce discord. We all recognize the difference bettveen music a¡d ¡oise.
Noise creates tensiou and irritation. rvhile music relaxes and gives pleasure. If man
is unconsciously in discord rvith his surrour.rdings, the cousequences or.r his behavior,
efficiency, and even satrity could be profouncl. Studies are begiuning to point out that
there may be somethiug to this aLgument.e
Itr terms of practical engineering rve need to give serious thought to environmental
beautification for three reasons:

1. A certaj.n amount of environmental comÏort is justifiable as consumptionof pleasure for its own sake. How much is justifiable is a policy question.
2, Some envirottmental comfort is probably justifiable because of functioual impact,
consciously or uncottsciously, on the mental, physical, and social health of mau. The
more subtle questions of gooduess-of-fit between man and ellironment are largely

unexplorecl.
3. Pleasantness of the euviroument certainly has an effect on behavior. People try
to obtain pleasant things and avoid unpleasant things. Beauti,fication of highways, patticularly in urban areas, may well have signiTicant effects on local land values and
land-use pattems. From another point of view, the visual sensations experiencedwhile
drivitrg may affect highway safety ancl dliver behavior. The variety of billboards with
which free euterprise wants to line the highways may in fact help to keep drivers awake
and

alert.

is "efficient function." There is a dj.fference betweenbuitdittg a structure to support a given weight and building a structure to support a givel
weight efficiently. It is also well recognized by engineers that a function is not efficient
if it is not complete, at least rvithin tlie boundaries of significance. Not to be forgotte¡
is the principle that a perfect answer is not necessarily efficient or desired either, because the cost of obtaining it mav be more than it is worth.
With these principles of engineering solidly in mind, the problem of highwav beautification reduces to a few basic questioìls. some of which can only be answered by exte¡sive research if, as a matter of public policy, it is decided that the ansivers are worth
the cost.
The engineering mandate

eThisisnotonewideo. TheouthorwosmostthoughtfullymodeoworeofitbyPoulD,spreiregenîno
poper he presented ot the l9óó meeling of the Americon Associotion of Plonning Officiåls. Sãe
"Mokíng The Scene" by Poul D. Spreiregen, Plonning 1g66, p. lg4.
eHoll, Edword T., The Hidden Dimension, Doubledoy,
Gorden CÌty, N.y,, l9óó. This book hos on excellent bibliogrophy reloting the problem of goodness-of-fit between mon ond environment,
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1.

How much pleasure iu the form of beauty in the publi.c environment do we want
own sake ? What portion of this pleasure should be provided (or prevented) by
our highway system ? This question can or.rly be answered as a decision of publi.c policy
after social resolution of the many interacting, cooperating. and competing points of
view. The question itself interacts strongly with the next question.
2. What are the other goals with which the consumption of pleasure competes for
resources? How do the goals interact? What is the order of priority, and are therein
fact any resources left for purchasing environmental beauty for its own sake when the
priorities have been satisfied?
3. Assuming ihat beauty is to be produced, how can it be produced efficiently (if this
is possible) so that the result is not just artistic prejudice?
4. What are the functional impacts of public investment in environmental beauty that
might justify i.t or deny it as a contributor to other, perhaps more important goals?

for its

From this discussion it may appear that art is not being granted a part in the process. This is not true. True art is nowhere more present than in an elegant bit of
scientific research. Beauty has been defined by Santayana as pleasure objectified or

coolreratiotr among sensatious. These may be visual sensations, aural sensations, intellectual sensations. or a combination of several or all kinds of feeling. Beauty, no
matter what its dimensions, is easy to recognize but difficult, in certain forrns, to
create. Art is in the creatior.r of it. But even art is greatly enhanced by an understanding of the principles of sensual harmony, just as the art of engineering is enhanced by
an understanding of the principles of physical harmony. Things that are physically
discordant. relative to their objectives, are neither good art nor good engineering. To
the extent that highways are aesthetically and functionally ugly, they are in discordwith
the objectives they are intended to serve. The cost of these discords should be evaluated if possible and compared with the costs of harmony. Thus, complete value analysis has not been accomplished until performance has been evaluated relative to aII signif icant ful.rdamental goals
If we do not know how the beauty of a highway a-ffects the overall efficiency withwhich
the highway serves our public goals. then we do not know whether the answers about
performance that we are able to calculate are even meaningful . We may suspect on
strong intuitive grounds that satisfaction of our goals is not overly sensitive to the socalled'tintangibles." but until they have been successfully studied, we will not know.
TOWARD SOME SPECIFIC ANSWERS
Thus far this discussion has done nothing but suggest an ordered way to ask some
not very original questions. Attention will now move to the problem of suggesting some
answers that may be useful to more effective highway design, particularly in urban
areas.
Obviously the final decisions about how much money to spend on beautification of
highways are matters of public policy. The main plea of this paper is that this policy
should not be dictated by default nor overly swayed by glittering rhetoric or eloquent
expressions of artistic prejudice. Highway beauti-fication is as much a problem in engineering as the design of the higìrway itself and is in fact a part of it.
Many opinions have been expressed about what is beautiful and what is not. There
have been discussions of how people feel in cities and how they ought to feel. UnJortunately, some of these opinions conJlict. Jane Jacobs, Lewis Mumford, LeCorbusier.
Frank Lloyd Wright, Ebenezer Howard. and the President's wife, to name only a few,
have all offered more or iess studied opinions on what constitutes a good environment.
Some people have gone so far as to suggest that money spent on beauti,fication is wasted,
because if a thing functions well, that is all the beauty that is needed.tn Others argue
very stror.rgly to justify specific objects of aesthetic beauty ir.r the environment.
Among the more studied ideas are those of Spreiregen,rl an architect, who suggests
that man may need sorne very fundamental satisfactions from his environment in order
loUnfortunotely this ottitude

11See note

L

seems

to be shored by o greot mony engineers.
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to feel at home. These are satisfactions that are notforthcomingfrom our modern
artif icial environments .
HalI, an anthropologist, and others have pointed to spatiaì needs and perceptions of

space as being related not only to individual satisfaction, but also to the development of

social and physical pathologies.t' In discussing visual sensations, Hall decries the
visual sterility of mauy modern structural forms and even alludes to such things as
sensory deprivation, which, in extreme cases, has been shown to have serious
consequences.

At Northwestern University we have been doing some fundamental research on perquality. One of our purposes is to develop a statement of
goals in terms of euvironmental objects. Wachs, in his studies of the attitudes of
people about the investment of public funds. has shown that environmental beauty in the
general context and highway beautification, more specifically, are low on the goals
priority list.t3
For the past.thr_ee-ye_ars the author has been studying the visual quality of residential
neighborhoods. t't' tu' tn' tt These studies have used cótoi ptrotography, psychometric
methods of measurement and multivariate statistics to infer visual goals. The basic
model hypothesizes that the desirability of a neighborhood's visual appearance is a
linear function of simultaneous satisfaction of three independent goals. These goals
ceptions of euvironmental

are:

1,

Sound

physical quality, as evidenced by an appearance of newness and expensive-

NCSS;

2, Harmony with nature. as evidenced by an appearance of greenery, open space,
privacy, and naturalness: and
3. Variety of richness of appearance as opposed to uni-formity and monotony.
For the limited population studied, beauty was synonymous with desirability. Satisfaction of these three goals contributes to the desirability of a neighborhood, as visually
perceived, according to the following relationship:
Y=

+0. 723

X, + 0. 587 X, + 0. 264 X,

where

Y = visual desirability (beauty),
Xr = sound physical quality,
X¿ = harmony with nature, and
X¡ = variety.
These findings have been presented elsewhere.lu It has also been shown that neighborhoods can be classified into types according to their position in the three-dimensional
space formed by the factors.r?
Assuming that these tentative conclusions are meaningful and generalizable, it is
now possible to formulate some very specific principles of highwaybeautificationtoward
the preservation of pleasant environments.
12See note 9.

ltWochs, Mortin, Evoluotion of Engineering Proiects Using Perceptions ofond Preferences for
Proiect
Chorocierisiics, Ph.D. dissertoiion, Northwestern Universiiy, I 9óó.
lnPeterson, George 1., Subiective Meqsures of
Housing Quolity, Ph.D. dissertoiion, Northweslern
Universiiy, l9óó,
1u
Peturson, George 1., I'Aesihetic Considerotions in City Construction, " (Discussion), Journol of lhe
Urbon Plqnning ond Development Division, ASCE, Yol.92, No. UPI , Moy l9óó.
luPeterson, George ..,
"A Model of Preference; Quoniitotive Anolysis of the Perception of the Visuol
Appeoronce of Residentiol Neighborhoods," occepted for publicoiion in lhe Journol of Regionol
Science, to oppeor oboui Moy ì9ó7.
ttPeterson, George 1.,
"Quontitoiive Clossificotion of Residentiol Neighborhoods According to the
Perception of Visuol Appeoronce," currently being reviewed for publicotìon.

i
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1. If highways and highway structures are constructed so that their visible portions
convey the impression of sound physical quality, partlcularly in terms of looking new,
expensive and ivell maintained, then half the battle of beautification will have been won.
Dirty scaling paint, cracked and chipped concrete, rusty columns and obsolete form
are contributors of ugliness and perhaps more serious consequences.
2. Considerabie effort should be aimed at designing highways so that they appear to

harmonize with nature. They should convey messages of greenery, opelt space, and
naturalness.
3. A variety of visual forms should be incorporated in the structural design and irr
the landscaping. Effort should be made to avoid the often monotonous appearances of
mass production and modular construction.
GENERAL

REC OMMENDATIONS

Given the preseut state of the art rvith respect to understandj.ng of environmental
beauty, both for its owtt sake and in terr¡s of its functional irnpacts. pelhaps the best
strategy to adopt on the question of highway beauti-fication is the following.

1.

Include excellent landscape alchitects, architects and designels ln the deci.sion
Some are obviousiy better than others, but they are artists ar-rcl part of their
business is envi.ronmental beauty. Engirreers have made great strides j.n the directiolt
of undelstanding and controlling physical systems, but they knorv far less in the practical sense about environmental beauty than the architects and city planners. Let us
give the artists a cautious ear'. We might even listen to an anthropologist or two.
2, There is a great deal to be learned from pÌain old common sense and popular
corlsensus. After all, it is or.r1y in very recent tirnes that man has resorted to mathematics. moclels, and rational analysis in making decisions. Men have survived fat'
Ionger by doingwhat they feel is best than they have by doingwhat a computertellsthem
is the optimum solutiou to a li.near program that one cannot even think about without
getting a headache. Ask people what they want and, where possible, try to give it to
theln.
3. Engage iu a conti.nuiug prograrn of well-plar.ured research. The costs, benefits,
and substance of environmental quality have been largely untouched by the scientific
method. This tnay be a very fertile field. People may object and say that art and people are things science should not invade, but the assertion that they are something is
itself a contradictior.r of the positior.r. Pleasure objectified is not as great a mystry today as electricity was two-hur.rclred yeals ago. Electricity is more a mysterythanever,
but look rvhat science has done just by observing its behavior.
This proglan'r of coutir.tuing research should not be allowed to suJfer from a preoccupation with the envltonment alone. the research must study the environment in intelaction r.vith matr and should thus be a cooperative effort, including not only environmer.rtal speclalists such as engineers, architects, and planners, but also applied sociologists. psycholog'ists, anthropologists, and others rvho admit the existence of man.

llrocess.

BILLBOARDS

In certain situatious even billboards may be good contributors to highway beauty.
The other night while driving from the northern suburbs to my home in Chicago via the
Edens Expressway, I suddenly became aware of the Ïact that the trip is terriblytedious,
especially at night. I drive that same route at least ten times a week and I am thoroughly bored by it, almost to the point of dreading the trip to and from work. As we
approacl-red our destination in Chicago, my two-year-old son began to squeal with deliglit as he noticed some frightfully glaring but origlnal and unique signs dominating the
scene along the highway. These are favorites of his and he has some amusing little
ceremonies that he performs whenever we drive by, As a matter of fact, we all look
forv¿arcì to seeing these architectural monstrosities everytime we drive in or out of
Chicago. In their own way. they are beauti-ful

,

t7

I rvas reminded of my family's two-week automobile trip when, as a child, one of my
favorj.te games rvas reading signs and billboards along the rvay. Nowadays a tripacross
the country via the Interstate is frightfully boring. Maybe it j.s because I am not achild
atlymore, but a billboard or two is awelcome sight. There is more to beauty than uninterrupted countryside

.

